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Chapter 2731: Promoted to Emperor Incense 

"These four incense imperial soldiers have only evolved once before." 

"The key lies in the battle. In order to stabilize the spirit of the instrument, I also poured a large amount 

of the remaining incense aspiration power into the body of eating evil." 

"However, this has also improved the weapon spirit of Emperor Xianghuo, but it is not a loss." 

"Now that the incense aspiration power gap is too big to evolve the incense imperial soldier, it can only 

be strengthened!" 

While thinking about it, Su Lang issued instructions and began to strengthen the incense emperor 

soldiers. 

These four weapons have been strengthened six times on the basis of the Four Eternal Realm, reaching 

the Seven Eternal Realm. 

at this time. 

At any cost, Su Lang strengthened each weapon three additional times! 

Suddenly! 

The four incense emperor soldiers have all entered the Eight Eternal Realm. Although they have just 

entered, they are also the real eternal level of the Eight Eternal! 

And it's not over yet! 

"system!" 

"Start the ‘enhanced qualitative change’ function, the goal is [Heart-piercing Lock]!" 

Su Lang used the enhanced qualitative change function again! 

Immediately, the strengthening quality of the through-heart lock was completed. 

The effect is that the ‘fatal penetration’ ability is greatly improved, and the penetration effect has 

reached dozens of times the original! ! 

Although this is not as effective as "Broken One Sword", it is also very scary! 

The key is that Su Lang was able to forcefully impose the "Heart-piercing Lock" on the "Heart-piercing 

Lock", once again enhancing his ability to break defenses! 

"If the Po Yijian Profound meaning is blessed on the Heart Piercing Lock, among the same level, it will 

absolutely break the defense!" 

"After trapping the enemy, I will use the Youtian Sword to cast a breaking sword to be able to kill it!" 

"But before and after it needs to be used twice to break a sword, the consumption has increased a lot." 
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"Furthermore, the two attacks were sent out one after another, not at the same time. There is a risk of 

being avoided by the heart-piercing lock, such as Si Kouyun's [Zhou Yi]!" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about it in his heart, but he kept moving, completing the strengthening of the Qibao 

Miaoshu and Zijin Gourd. 

The Seven Treasure Tree does not have a devouring feature. The enhanced qualitative change effect is 

the overall improvement of the ability, and the power of plundering enemy treasures is more powerful. 

If a warrior in the Eternal Realm of the Eight Universes is not paying attention, he will be taken away 

from weapons or other treasures. 

Like the Seven Treasure Tree, the Purple Gourd does not have the extra characteristics of devouring, so 

its basic power is enhanced. 

If the Zijin Gourd had its current level in the previous battle, Su Lang would take it out of Yin Si Kou Yun 

without saying anything! 

Next. 

Su Lang has successively completed the enhancement and qualitative changes of Jinghua Shuiyue. 

The strengthening qualitative change effect of Jinghua Shuiyue is related to its characteristics. 

The "Ultimate Rhythm" feature was originally designed to speed up the attack and can stack three 

attacks at once, but now it has become six times! 

"Six full stacks!" 

"This is so special, the general Eight Eternal Realm will be led by my nose!" 

Su Lang's eyes widened, and a golden light of joy appeared in his big eyes! 

After playing with the brand new Jinghua Shuiyue for a long time, he was surprised to put it into the life 

universe in his body. 

"Finally, it's your turn, big guy!" 

Su Lang's gaze turned to the boundless ship he was driving. 

At this time, all the eternal powerhouses have been relieved, and there is no need to heal and recover 

so urgently. 

therefore. 

Su Lang included everyone in the universe of life. 

Compared with Suiyou Universe, the environment of a crystal wall world in his body is better. 

"Upgrade the Infinity, and then return to Doudu Universe." 

Su Lang thought so, his divine consciousness covered the incomparably huge Infinity. 



Infinity itself only reached the eternal level of the Seven Universes. 

But in the previous battle, he has endured the power of the top level of the Eight Eternal Realm! 

This brought an extremely terrible load to him, and after the battle was over, the wounds surfaced. 

But I saw the entire Boundless, whether on the surface or inside, was covered with countless tiny cracks. 

Its power has become very unstable, high and low, just like a flashing light bulb! 

"system!" 

"Start the "Enhanced Reset" function..." 

Su Lang took a deep breath and began to use the weapon evolution function to repair the Infinity's 

injuries. 

Suddenly. 

The number of enhancements disappeared, and the breath of Infinity fell. 

Immediately, a series of system prompts for the successful evolution of weapon parts emerged. 

Chapter 2732: Practice the Seven Secrets of Suiyou 

In a blink of an eye. 

One hundred and twenty thousand parts of Infinity, all of which have been improved to a small level! 

This not only gave the Infinite a new look, but also increased its power. 

But Su Lang was not satisfied. 

On this basis, the parts have been further evolved many times! 

quickly! 

Infinite has completed a major upgrade! 

Among its 120,000 parts, three reached the six-plane eternal state, and one thousand reached the five-

plane eternal state. 

The remaining parts are Sizhou and below grades, of which the Erzhou grade is the largest, with more 

than 70,000. 

Compared with the previous number of more than 110,000, the number of the lowest-level parts of 

Wuyin has been greatly reduced. 

"I don't know what will it be like if all the parts of the Infinity ship reach the level of Jiu Zhou?" 

Su Lang looked expectantly, and then began to strengthen the Infinite. 

quickly. 

He completed five enhancements and one "enhancement qualitative change" on the Infinite. 
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The effect of strengthening the qualitative change is related to the characteristics, which greatly 

enhances the "self-charge" ability of the Infinite. 

Even if the current Infinity is unmanned, it can carry out the most basic battles, and it is not a problem 

to crush the junior level of the Eight Universes! 

"Finally, all the weapons have been evolved and strengthened!" 

"Next, it's time to practice the exercises and strengthen my own combat power!" 

"The secret techniques of Si Kouyun are not weaker than those of Emperor Gujun Zhou!" 

"I don't know if his secret technique was originally passed on from the Nine Eternal Realm, or is it that 

Emperor Gujun Zhou did not pass down his true ability?" 

"Well, I guess the possibility of the former should be higher." 

Su Lang touched his chin, and then placed various secret techniques of Sui You Patriarch in front of him. 

They are "Suiyou·Zhou Punishment", "Suiyou·Zhou Xuan", "Suiyou·Erosion", "Suiyou·Huoling", 

"Suiyou·Zhou Jie", "Suiyou·Xuanling", Seven kinds of "Suiyou·Ranyuan". 

As for the "Suiyou·tongming" and "Suiyou·youlin" used by Tang Zhufei and others. 

Its function is to use the power given by Si Kou Yun and the power to summon Si Kou Yun. 

Therefore, it is completely useless for Su Lang. 

In the end, the secret technique "White World·Zhen Territory", which is a means to mobilize the power 

of the mysterious leftover world, was seen by Su Lang before. 

This secret technique is a method that can be used naturally after being assimilated by the broken page. 

It's just that Si Kouyun gave it such a name. 

Su Lang doesn't plan to try to be assimilated by the broken pages now, and he thinks he won't do it in 

the future. 

Therefore, "White World·Town Domain" is also useless. 

"What is useful is Si Kouyun's Seven Secrets." 

"Simply call it Suiyou Seven Secrets, just to be a company with the Seven Secrets of Gujun." 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he nodded. 

Soon. 

He looked at the "Seven Secrets of Suiyou". 

The three secret arts of "Suiyou·Zhou Punishment", "Suiyou·Zhou Xuan", and "Suiyou·Reverse Erosion" 

are all means to induce the power of the natural universe with the power of the universe. 

The first two are offensive methods, one is explosive attacks, and the other is sustained attacks. 



The latter eclipse is based on the enemy's residual strength, taking the power of the natural universe as 

the path, and going retrograde, directly attacking the enemy crystal wall universe. 

If the enemy's ability to mobilize the power of the natural universe is very weak, then this technique is 

very scary, otherwise, this technique is almost ineffective. 

Let's talk about "Suiyou·Huoling" and "Suiyou·湮ling". 

These two secret techniques are all aimed at the soul, the former aimed at the enemy weapon spirit, 

and the latter aimed at the enemy warrior soul. 

In Su Lang's view, "Suiyou·Huiling" is more threatening than the latter. 

If it hadn't been for him to have the light of all worlds and the spectacle, it would be really difficult to 

crack the power of deceiving spirits. 

However, this secret technique belongs to Su Lang himself now. 

With the light of the Myriad Realms, the Mirror Flower and the Moon, and the Seven Treasure Tree, the 

enemy will surely suffer from the weapon! 

At last. 

"Suiyou·Zhou Jie" and "Suiyou·Ranyuan" are two explosive secret techniques. 

The level of the former is equivalent to the secret technique of "death and resurrection" and "life 

without life", while the latter is stronger, but not as good as "the secret of death without life". 

However, the "Suiyou·Ranyuan" secret technique exploded forcibly at the expense of its own 

foundation. 

This is equivalent to using Crystal Wall Universe as a consumable, rather than a side effect of occult 

technique. 

Therefore, Su Lang could not use "vomiting the old and accepting the new" to immune this kind of 

damage. This burning source secret technique is also useless for him. 

But this kind of secret technique can be used by the clones, anyway, the clones don't need to care about 

the foundation. 

"Just start with the simple [Suiyou·Zhou Punishment]!" 

With a thought, Su Lang issued instructions, "Activate the ten-heart martial arts function..." 

Chapter 2733: On meritorious deeds 

The order is issued. 

Ten martial arts villains immediately worked hard to comprehend and practice exercises! 

"With my current practice speed, I will be able to finish the practice soon!" 
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Su Lang looked at the martial arts villains who were constantly struggling, and said with a smile, 

"Moreover, he has reached the level of ‘Super Elegance’, so he can easily slap Si Kouyun, the original 

master of the secret technique! 

Immediately after. 

He directly activated the avatar dispatch function and the avatar replacement function, and instantly 

returned to Doudu Universe, facing the platform. 

Sit down on the opposite platform. 

The cosmic energy around him was so dense that it couldn't be dissolved, and it swarmed into Su Lang's 

body. 

"Well, that's cool!" 

"Due to the mysterious remnants of Suiyou Zhouyu, the cosmic energy has begun to decay." 

"On the other hand, Doudu Universe, although the life span is about to end, the energy concentration of 

the Universe has not dropped at all." 

"Next, I will practice in the Doudu universe until the cosmic energy here cannot satisfy me." 

"I don't know how many days it will take me to reach the eternal state of the Nine Universes?" 

"..." 

Various thoughts popped up in Su Lang's mind, but the one-key practice function has been turned on at 

full speed, accumulating cultivation skills crazily! 

Soon. 

He released more than 100,000 eternal warriors in his body. 

"Brother!" 

"Leader!" 

"See your lord..." 

Yu Yangli, Xiu Ning, Xie Xuan and others saluted Su Lang, and the excitement in their eyes was hard to 

conceal. 

Those eternal warriors with a relatively low cultivation base are even more excited at this time, unable 

to restrain themselves! 

Because they personally participated in the whole process of killing Suiyou Ancestor! 

That is a real and veteran Eight Universe Eternal, the master of the vast natural universe in the Suiyou 

Universe! 

These people, in front of the ancestor Suiyou, can only be said to be ants. 

But now, they actually also contributed to killing Sui You Ancestor. 



The key is that they experienced this in the first person throughout the entire process, as if they had 

killed Suiyou ancestor with their own hands! 

With their weak power, slaying a high-level cosmopolitan ruler like Suiyou ancestor, how can they not 

be excited? 

"Thank you guys." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone and said with a smile, "Everyone deserves credit for this battle. 

"Leader!" 

"We know how many jins and taels we have!" 

"This battle is entirely dependent on the lord of the leader to kill the ancestor Suiyou. I will only try my 

best, not worth mentioning!" 

"Yes, the leader of this battle has contributed the most. It is a great honor for us to participate in this 

battle, and we will die without regret!" 

"..." 

A group of eternal powerhouses refused to accept the reward. 

This is indeed sincere, because they do regard the honor of this battle as their biggest gain, and they are 

very satisfied! 

"You guys, don't belittle yourself." 

"In addition, what I said, that's what!" 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and waved, "Yu Yangli." 

"Brother, I am here!" 

Yu Yangli took a deep breath, folded his fists and bowed in salute, his expression respectful and full of 

worship. 

"Give me your weapons!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly and stretched out his right hand. 

"Yes!" 

Yu Yangli immediately gave his weapon to Su Lang. 

"Although the weapon you build with "Qi Zi Mi" has a characteristic." 

Su Lang played with Yu Yangli's weapon, "But the effect of this characteristic is relatively weak." 

"Uh." 

"My younger brother used to practice "Secrets of Qi Zi" too badly, and insulted the inheritance of the 

master." 



Yu Yangli looked ashamed, and immediately smiled, "Since the brother mentioned this matter, is there a 

way to improve the feature effect?" 

"It's not the effect of improving features." 

Su Lang paused with a mysterious look, and then said, "Instead, add characteristics to the weapon, 

stronger characteristics!" 

This statement came out. 

Not only Yu Yangli. 

Xiu Ning, Xie Xuan and all the eternal warriors who heard this were shocked! 

There are not many eternal emperor soldiers with innate characteristics, and half of them must be 

cultivated from a very low level. 

But as the weapon level gets higher and higher, the level of the innate materials used at the beginning is 

relatively backward, which leads to a decrease in the effect of weapon characteristics. 

Chapter 2734: One hundred thousand eternal warriors are grateful 

And this is a shortcoming that can hardly be remedied! 

Because the innate materials used at the time were almost unique, there was no way to find a higher 

level. 

and so. 

The characteristics of the eternal emperor soldier, even if it is to enhance its effect, is extremely difficult, 

let alone add another more powerful characteristic! 

"Brother, you, what you said is true!?" 

Yu Yangli touched the corner of his mouth with a dull expression, "Don't tease me, brother!" 

"What did I lie to you." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and took out another Eternal Emperor Soldier. 

This second eternal imperial soldier was constantly trembling, and everyone knew it was struggling at a 

glance. 

"This is a captured eternal emperor soldier." 

"Its level has reached the Six Eternal Realm, and it has the characteristic of increasing attack power." 

"Although the effect is not very strong, it is much better than the characteristics cultivated by your 

weapon." 

As Su Lang introduced, he tossed the weapon in his hand, "Now, I will transfer its characteristics to your 

weapon, look good!" 

"Transfer characteristics!" 
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"What kind of incredible means is this!?" 

"There is no record of this method in the Secret of Qi Zi. Could it be that Brother Su Lang is unique to 

him?" 

"Hi, brother is really a strong person who cannot reason!" 

"..." 

As Yu Yangli thought, he looked at Su Lang intently. 

Behind him, there are more than 100,000 pairs of eyes staring at this side, all of them are about to stare 

out. 

"Start the "feature swallow" function!" 

Su Lang turned a blind eye to everyone and directly activated the system functions. 

Suddenly! 

The weapon that was captured immediately became extremely weak. 

The characteristics of it were transferred to Yu Yangli's weapon. 

In an instant. 

A new and different kind of breath came from Yu Yangli's weapon, and everyone immediately felt it. 

"The transfer was successful!" 

"God, you deserve to be the leader!" 

"It's incredible, Master Yu Yangli's weapon will have two characteristics from now on!" 

"One characteristic is still enviable, two characteristics, this is simply..." 

"..." 

The eternal warriors looked at Yu Yangli's weapons in amazement, and immediately burst into heated 

discussions. 

"Senior Brother Xie for supporting this useless thing!" 

Yu Yangli quickly recovered from the shock and immediately saluted Su Lang to thank him, and 

immediately he stared at his weapon. 

"Small, thank Master Su Lang for his reinvention!" 

Full of shocking weapon spirits, immediately ran out and respectfully knelt in front of Su Lang and 

kowtowed. 

"There is no need to be so polite." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and tossed the weapon back to Yu Yangli, "Go and get familiar with 

its new features." 



"Yes, brother!" 

Yu Yangli nodded excitedly, took the weapon and ran to the side, then looked and touched, wishing to 

lick it. 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning." 

Su Lang turned to look at Xiuning and smiled, "I also prepared new features for your weapon..." 

"Xiu Ning thanked Daoist Su Lang for his kindness!" 

Xiuning was surprised, and immediately handed the weapon to Su Lang excitedly. 

Next. 

Su Lang transferred the characteristics of the weapons of Xiu Ning and others. 

These characteristics are all left over by him. 

For him, these characteristics are tasteless, and it is a pity to discard them. 

and so. 

Simply transfer the characteristics of these captured weapons, and then decompose them. 

of course. 

Su Lang did not transfer the characteristics of each of the weapons under the Eternal Class. 

One is that there are not many weapons with characteristics that are captured, and the other is that 

transferring weapon characteristics also requires materials. 

The higher the level of the target weapon, the stronger the transfer characteristics, and the more cosmic 

origin and other materials consumed! 

Su Lang is so poor that he has no money at all. 

quickly. 

Su Lang ended the reward activity for transferring the characteristics of his subordinates' weapons, and 

turned to reward the pill. 

Now the most important thing in his body is the pill! 

Under the effect of the new bonus function "Pill Multiplying", ten eternal pill of perfect quality can be 

refined from one ingredient. 

And in this piece of material, you can save a most cherished main material! 

therefore. 

In Su Lang's storage space, there were too many pills. 

Chapter 2735: Mysterious blood-haired man 
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It was also when Su Lang rewarded his subordinates with treasures. 

Years old Yuzhou domain. 

"Sure enough, there was a page of eternal life here!" 

"The strongest person here is Suiyou old ancestor Si Kou Yun?" 

"Hehe, it's a mere eight cosmos eternal realm. If you surrender, it's fine, if you dare to resist, hum!" 

"..." 

A young man with blood and hair and a strange face stood in the void of a natural universe, muttering 

disdainfully. 

This blood-haired man came from Lingxu Fragmented Domain! 

By chance. 

He met an eternal strong man who had left Suiyou Zhouyu and learned of the changes in Suiyou Zhouyu. 

So he guessed that the page of immortality appeared here. 

The page of eternal life is another name for that mysterious page, because no one knows its exact name, 

so it becomes a variety of different. 

But the name Page of Eternal Life is the most widely used. 

After all, its function is to let the eternal warrior get real immortality! 

After guessing that Suiyou Zhouyu had a page of immortality, he immediately rushed to it with the 

fastest speed. 

Because he knows very well that he is definitely not the only one who knows the changes in Sui You 

Zhou Yu. 

All the eternal powerhouses who know this, as long as they are determined to live forever, will swarm in 

without hesitation! 

in fact. 

If it is not for his deity who has other important things, then it is his deity of the eternal realm of the 

nine universes! 

at this time. 

In this universe, the blood-haired man has caught some intelligent creatures seeking information. 

He was roughly certain that there had not yet been the Eight Eternal Realm from outside here, so he 

was very happy! 

"The Page of Eternal Life must be mine!" 

The blood-haired man took out a map of the universe, and after checking it, he stepped forward and 

disappeared from the spot. 



quickly. 

Suiyou universe. 

A ripple of time and space swayed away, and a blood-haired man emerged from it. 

"Ok?" 

"This is... there is a big battle!?" 

"And it's a battle of the eternal level of the eight universe!" 

"Suiyou Universe Region clearly only has Si Kouyun and the Eight Universes eternal, who can fight him? 

Outsiders?" 

"But based on the intelligence I detected, I should be the first foreigner to arrive here!" 

As soon as the blood-haired man appeared, he immediately frowned, "Could it be that someone is one 

step ahead of me!?" 

Thought of this. 

The blood-haired man suddenly showed his anger and eagerly launched the Avenue of Time and Space! 

Next. 

He constantly shuttled through time and space, and soon followed the remnants of the battle to the 

edge of the fragmented battlefield. 

"This level of battle is definitely not the Seven Eternal Realm uniting to fight the Eight Eternal Eternity." 

"It's true that the Eight Eternal Realm has fought against Si Kouyun, and it seems that someone really 

has the first to come before me!" 

The blood-haired man furrowed his brows and his face grew ugly, "Damn thief, I must catch you!" 

Immediately after. 

He unfolded his mind and cautiously probed towards the center of the battlefield. 

Although his deity is in the Nine Eternal Realm, he is only a clone, only the Eight Eternal Realm, so he still 

needs to be cautious. 

Not long. 

The spirit of the blood-haired man passed through the edge of the fragmented battlefield and entered a 

position near the middle. 

it's here. 

The turbulence and other visions caused by the fragmentation of time and space have all disappeared! 

Even time and space itself has disappeared! 

"Time and space are annihilated!?" 



"The battle between the two eternal realms of the eight universes can indeed create this scene, but it is 

too clean!" 

"It's as if there is a force that has directly erased time and space!" 

"Could it be that Si Kouyun completed the in-depth assimilation and mobilized the power of the white 

world of the page of immortality!" 

"..." 

The blood-haired man shrank his pupils and his eyes flickered. 

But immediately, he showed a hint of joy and sneer! 

"The power of the White Realm that erupted on the Page of Eternal Life is not something that the 

Eternal Realm of the Eight Universes can bear." 

"Even if the assimilation of the pages of immortality is completed, Si Kouyun will almost certainly die!" 

"And the eternal warrior of the Eight Universes who fought against was 100% obliterated by the power 

of the white world." 

"In this battlefield, both sides of the battle have fallen. The only thing left should be the page of 

immortality." 

"Tsk tusk, I didn't expect that I would be a fisherman in a snipe and clam fight!" 

"..." 

The blood-haired man was overjoyed, with excitement in his eyes, and hurriedly flew towards the 

middle of the battlefield, looking for the page of immortality! 

Chapter 2736: The strong looking for the mysterious broken pages 

In a flash. 

He came into the void of the universe where even time and space had been erased. 

The power of time and space burst out from his body, which became his foothold. 

The spirit of the blood-haired man was also wrapped in the power of time and space, probing around 

and constantly searching. 

but. 

When his divine mind covered the entire void of the universe, he did not discover the existence of the 

page of eternal life. 

"how so?" 

"Could it be that the Page of Eternal Life was taken far away by the aftermath of the battle?" 

"Or when the void of the universe heals itself, the healed space-time is teleported to the rest of the 

place, or it simply falls into the surrounding natural universe?" 
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The blood-haired man frowned slightly and stopped probing, "Well, it's not a big problem. With my 

ability, I can find it soon!" 

Soon. 

He began to cast spells to find the pages of immortality. 

The simplest and most effective way is to trace the source of time and look directly at the specific 

destination of the page of eternal life. 

just. 

The center of this battlefield is still in the hollow state of the universe, and the "flow" of the long river 

has not yet been compensated. 

So we have to fix this cosmic hole first. 

This is not a small project for blood-haired men. 

"go with!" 

"Search me Suiyou universe and nearby natural universe!" 

When the blood-haired man waved his hand, countless warriors rushed out of his body and dispersed in 

all directions! 

These warriors are all raised in his body, and there are many eternal warriors of the Five Universe and 

Six Universe levels. 

"Two-pronged approach." 

"I will find the page of immortality soon!" 

There was a glimmer of expectation in the blood-haired man, and immediately began to mobilize his 

cosmic power to help Suiyou Universe recover the "wound". 

The other side. 

Su Lang has completed the activity of rewarding merits. 

Even those eternal warriors who surrendered from Suiyou Zhouyu were rewarded more or less. 

Therefore, more than one hundred thousand eternal warriors are grateful and can't wait to hold him in 

his lap forever. 

"Next, let's move around freely in the league resident." 

Su Lang waved his hand and dismissed all the eternal warriors. 

As a result, everyone dispersed, and Yu Yangli, Xiuning and others also dispersed, practicing their own 

practices. 

Just then. 

"Ding! "Suiyou·Zhou Punishment" has reached the super level!" 



Accompanied by system prompts. 

A gong method's profound meaning poured into Su Lang's body, blended into his soul and body, and he 

instantly grasped that method to a level beyond the founder! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"After the one-key martial arts function is improved, the speed of practicing eternal kungfu is really 

getting faster and faster." 

"Suiyou·Zhou Punishment is also a difficult exercise, and the practice is completed so soon!" 

A smooth smile appeared on Su Lang's face, and immediately he placed "Suiyou·Zhou Xuan" on the 

martial arts villain, and began to practice the ten-heart martial arts function! 

"Speaking." 

"Recently, I have practiced a lot of exercises." 

"The key to "Myriad Laws: Infinite Profound Truth" has reached the super-easy level from the founder 

level, and its power has skyrocketed." 

"It seems that my "source of power" should be activated again!" 

"Moreover, this time, not only must we perform a stronger'Broken One Sword', but also a new move!" 

"Eternally strong high-level battles frequently involve the power of the natural universe. It just so 

happens that I have also practiced a lot of these techniques." 

"When I finish practicing "Suiyou·Zhouxuan", "Suiyou·Eclipse" and "Suiyou·Zhouyi", I will develop new 

moves!" 

"..." 

Su Lang showed the color of thinking, and immediately gave instructions to the system in his heart: 

"System! Activate the'source of exercises' function to deduct a stronger [Broken One Sword]!" 

"Ding! Start [Po Yi Jian] deduction!" 

"Ding! The deduction was successful!" 

Two system prompts appeared almost simultaneously. 

Su Lang felt an even more side-breaking sword mystery into his soul and body, turning it into instinct! 

"A big improvement! Not bad!" 

He stretched out a finger, and the sword light burst out from the fingertips, showing a pure white color. 

Soon. 

Su Lang closed his eyes again and waited for the exercises to complete. 

Time passed slowly. 



quickly. 

"Suiyou·Zhou Xuan", "Suiyou·Reverse Eclipse", "Suiyou·Zhou Yi" have been practiced to the super level! 

Chapter 2737: Deduction of mystery, dominate the universe 

"Start ten-heart martial arts, practice "Suiyou·Zhou Jie"!" 

Su Lang placed a new exercise that needs to be practiced, and once again ordered, "Activate the 

function of the source of exercises!" 

After the order is issued. 

The system prompt appears immediately! 

"Ding! Start deducing the source of the exercise!" 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang regarded himself as his body, and saw countless exercises and profound meanings appearing in 

his body. 

The profound meanings of these exercises cover all aspects, showing colorful streamers in his body. 

Soon. 

These streamers are all fused together to form a group of seemingly transparent balls, but there are 

countless different colors inside. 

The ball trembles slightly, and ripples continue to appear on the surface, but it quickly becomes 

completely smooth and quiet. 

At this moment. 

"Deduction of secret techniques related to the use of the power of the natural universe!" 

Su Lang kept muttering in his heart, and a strong will burst out of his soul! 

This is to dominate the deduction direction of the source of the exercise! 

When he first deduced "Po Yi Jian", he let him do it himself. 

But now that Su Lang has specific needs, he has to interfere in the deduction process. 

The deduction of the source of the practice has indeed gradually been dominated by Su Lang. 

The round and smooth ball of the source of the exercises suddenly collapsed inward, while most of the 

source of the exercises exploded and disappeared. 

Immediately after that, that part of the source of the "collapsed" technique also exploded. 

However, these profound meanings formed a torrent, surging into every crystal wall cell of Su Lang's 

soul and body, and then formed an'instinct'! 
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"Ding! After the deduction of the source of the exercise is completed, you will get the secret technique 

‘Zero Domain Master’!" 

The system prompt sounds. 

Su Lang had already understood the effect of this new secret technique as early as the time when the 

profound meaning of the practice was integrated into him. 

Master of the universe: After being used, it can assimilate with the natural universe to a great extent, 

and mobilize the power of the natural universe to a great extent, turning it into a means of various 

characteristics! 

The deeper the degree of assimilation, the fewer natural universes that can be assimilated. On the 

contrary, the shallower the degree of assimilation, the greater the number of assimilated universes! 

These are basically the characteristics of "words secret". 

But even if one hundred natural universes are assimilated, it is deeper than the previous use of "words 

and secrets" to assimilate one universe! 

Moreover, compared to the secret of words and words, the effect of the secret technique of the 

universe dominance has more choices, and it is more flexible to use. 

"The ruler of the universe... is also expected!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, still very satisfied with this secret technique. 

at this time. 

Suddenly, his expression moved, his thoughts swept across his dantian life universe, and he saw the 

expectant Chu Xiaobei and other women. 

"Brother Su Lang, where are our rewards?" 

Murong's beautiful eyes are full of colors, "If we don't satisfy us, we will be angry!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

"Su Lang badass, you quickly let us out!" 

"..." 

Ji Ruxue and others also spoke. 

"Oh!?" 

"What do you want, I know!" 

A playful smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, a large number of formations were placed 

between his hands, and then Chu Xiaobei and other women were released from the universe within... 

The other side. 

In the quiet universe. 



The blood-haired man stood in the dark void, with a large number of trans-universe communication 

treasures floating in front of him. 

He was watching the news from his subordinates. 

However, none of the communication treasures has good news. 

"What? No!?" 

"There is no Suiyou universe, nor are there any nearby natural universes?" 

"How is this possible? It stands to reason that the page of eternal life can only flow into the adjacent 

universe, and it is impossible to flow into the natural universe further away." 

"Could it be that someone became this fisherman before me? No, this is absolutely impossible!" 

The blood-haired man frowned, and a trace of resentment flashed in his eyes, "Find it! Keep looking for 

me, look back in time for me to find it, and if you can't find it, go further to the natural universe!" 

Immediately after. 

He looked down at his feet. 

During this period of time, he went all out to help Suiyou Universe heal the cosmic void exploded by the 

power of the White World. 

The power of a long river of time has once again filled this area, everywhere! 

"The Page of Eternal Life, it must be mine!" 

The blood-haired man looked grim, and the power of the universe exploded, and he began to look back 

in time, "The past... all come back to me!!" 

Chapter 2738: Shocked blood-haired man 

Suddenly! 

The incomparably powerful power of the Time Avenue erupted from the blood-haired man! 

The power of these time avenues shook the time avenue of the entire natural universe. 

Under the mighty power of the nearby long river, it began to flow upstream! 

quickly! 

The blood-haired man saw that the repaired universe around him slowly annihilated again. 

But this is just a false sight. 

Although blood-haired men can really use the time countercurrent to restore the damage of time and 

space, they will not do that. 

After all, what he wanted to see was the previous battle. 

As time goes back, the surrounding scene changes rapidly. 
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quickly. 

The scene of the battle between Su Lang and Si Kouyun appeared! 

However, this battle is like a reversed movie, everything is retreating rapidly. 

But the blood-haired man did not stop, nor did he look at the scene. 

Rather, it has been looking back in time until the moment when the war began, the war scene was 

"playing right". 

The blood-haired man began to watch the illusory image seriously. 

The first thing that caught the eye was the deal between Su Lang and Si Kouyun. 

"This year-old ancestor actually gave the young man his treasures of heaven and earth and the origin of 

the universe twice." 

"This old guy is really confident!" 

The blood-haired man continued to look back indifferently. 

Next. 

The deity Su Lang appeared. 

Suiyou ancestor fought outright! 

A grand battle of the Eight Eternal Realms has begun! 

"This Su Lang has soared from the peak of the seven universes to the level of the eight universes!" 

"Although it is worth entering the eternal level of the eight universes, it is also an extremely rare 

explosive method!" 

"Huh!? What kind of weapon is this? Human-shaped eternal emperor soldier!? His, Su Lang actually 

rushed in!" 

"Eight Cosmos high level! On that weapon, the eternal high level of Eight Cosmos aura erupted!" 

"Furthermore, there are so many Seven Eternal Emperor Soldiers besides this, and every Emperor 

Soldier has innate characteristics!" 

"That white sword light, what kind of kendo attack, is so powerful!" 

"Who is this Su Lang? Could it be that the reincarnated Nine Eternal Realm failed?" 

"..." 

The blood-haired man looked at the images of the battle in the field, his eyes turned back and forth on 

Su Lang and Si Kouyun, but he was looking at Su Lang most of the time. 

As the battle progressed, Su Lang revealed more hole cards and directly beat Sui You ancestor to the 

wind. 



This made the blood-haired man more shocked! 

quickly. 

The battle came to an end. 

The ancestor of the year-old ancestor was so poor that he finally used the page of eternal life! 

The bright white light bloomed, erasing everything around him, and even Su Lang, who had put away 

the boundless number, disappeared. 

"This is the power of the pages of eternal life!" 

"It's really powerful, it just wipes out everything in such a large area!" 

"It is a pity that Su Lang also died under this trick." 

"So, what about the ancestor Suiyou?" 

There was a wave of waves in the blood-haired man's heart, and he immediately looked at the Suiyou 

ancestor. 

Then he was shocked. 

The ancestor Suiyou didn't die! 

Instead, he survived under the power of the Universe White World that erupted on the Page of Eternal 

Life! 

"This old man actually survived!" 

"Su Lang who is stronger than him is dead." 

"It seems that he usually assimilated the pages of immortality and got some benefits, thus avoiding 

death." 

"Then, the page of eternal life should be on this year-old ancestor You, he must be running away now, I 

will catch up now..." 

The blood-haired man was about to leave as he thought, but the next moment, he became stiff and 

showed an expression of disbelief. 

He saw Su Lang unexpectedly reappear! 

"This Su Lang is not dead!" 

"The previous one is indeed his deity. How could he not die? That is the power of the Universe White 

World of the Page of Eternal Life!" 

"It stands to reason that he must be wiped out by the power of the Universe White Realm. Those rebirth 

techniques and clone techniques will all fail!" 

"..." 



When the blood-haired man was horrified, Su Lang in the false image had already urged Piercing the 

Heart Lock to bind the dying ancestor Su Lang. 

Immediately, that amazing white sword light flashed, and a sword cut off the head of Suiyou ancestor. 

Chapter 2739: Set Su Lang as a prey 

"This... Old Ancestor Suiyou is dead!" 

"The white sword light completely killed the ancestor Sui You, and everything that allowed him to 

survive may be killed!" 

"I didn't expect that a peak of the Seven Universes would fight an eternal duel with a senior Eight 

Universes, but the former won!" 

The blood-haired man squinted his eyes and touched his beard, suddenly his expression stagnated, "By 

the way, where's the page of immortality!?" 

He carefully observed every scene in the battlefield, but could not find the page of immortality. 

He only found that Sui You's ancestor's body suddenly disappeared, and nothing else was harvested. 

"The body of the old ancestor You disappeared!" 

"Definitely not disappeared for no reason, but was taken by Su Lang." 

"It seems that the page of eternal life must be on Su Lang's body!" 

"..." 

The blood-haired man's eyes suddenly turned into a sneer. 

Witnessing the whole process of the battle between Su Lang and Si Kouyun, he has a clearer 

understanding of Su Lang's combat power. 

In his opinion. 

Su Lang is indeed very strong, with all kinds of weird methods, and even able to fight the top-level 

enemies of the Eight Universes in a short time. 

And unexpectedly survived under the power of the white world that erupted on the pages of eternal 

life. 

but. 

The blood-haired man claimed to be a clone created by the eternal powerhouse of the Nine Universes 

with countless hard work, not comparable to the old ancestor Suiyou. 

In addition, in his opinion, Su Lang was definitely not unscathed in this battle, but paid an extremely 

heavy price. 

In the end, the strange ‘resurrection technique’ should not be able to be used again for a period of time. 

And this "a period of time", at least a few months! 
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therefore. 

The blood-haired man is confident to deal with Su Lang! 

"Next." 

"Start hunting this Su Lang!" 

The blood-haired man designated Su Lang as his prey, and a glimmer of excitement flashed in his eyes, 

and the power of time and space on his body suddenly vibrated and became more intense. 

Soon. 

He stretched out his hand. 

In that illusory battle scene, there was a breath that turned the fake into real and flew into his hand. 

This breath is exactly Su Lang's breath! 

Although it was impossible to do so, it would take a long time to directly pull the real person Su Lang in 

front of him. 

But he was able to take in a real breath. 

"Tongyu finds the magic!" 

With a move of the blood-haired man, a mass of cosmic power shook open, spurring the surrounding 

natural cosmic power. 

Immediately after. 

The forces of the two universes merged with each other and wrapped the breath of Su Lang to form a 

small purple bead. 

then. 

A spatial ripple appeared around the purple bead, and the bead itself seemed to sink into it. 

"With Tongyu looking for the orb, Su Lang has nowhere to escape!" 

The blood-haired man sneered, his body moved, and disappeared into the ripples of time and space 

along with Tongyu's Divine Orb. 

next moment. 

He appeared in the adjacent universe of Suiyou universe. 

Tongyu Mi Shenzhu continued to make ripples in time and space, and the blood-haired man continued 

to move forward under its guidance. 

Move aside. 

The blood-haired man also took out the universe map to observe and confirm his position. 

The map of the universe didn't know how old it was, it actually recorded many universes. 



The three universes of Suiyou, Doudu, and Yilong are impressively above. 

"this is......" 

"To the direction of Doudu universe!" 

"Then Su Lang, is it from Doudu Zhouyu?" 

"But that's just an ordinary high-level cosmic domain that is unknown, and an ordinary eight cosmic 

martial artist is considered a master. How could there be such an eternal arrogant Su Lang? 

"Well, whatever he was born, everything can be killed for the page of immortality!" 

"..." 

The blood-haired man kept moving forward while thinking about how he should deal with Su Lang. 

He had already understood that Su Lang had a way of traveling through the universe without knowing it. 

If you rashly kill Shang Doudu Universe, the opponent will find out in advance, and it is likely to escape. 

Su Lang's magical means. 

Even he didn't have complete certainty to stop it! 

"The subordinates I carry are not enough to besie Su Lang." 

The blood-haired man frowned slightly, his thoughtful gaze gradually fell on the map of the universe in 

his hand, the area where the Yilong universe was located. 

Soon. 

A gleam of light flashed in his eyes, he nodded slightly, and continued to move forward under the 

guidance of Tongyu Mi God Orb... 

Chapter 2740: Re-enable the source function of the exercises! 

The other side. 

Doudu universe, on the platform. 

Countless cosmic energies are still gathering here, endless, seemingly inexhaustible. 

suddenly. 

The formation around the platform disappeared, as if it had never appeared before. 

"Um... the feeling of ten repairs is really addictive." 

At the center of the platform, Su Lang put on his robe, with a trace of drunkenness remaining in his 

smile. 

Immediately after. 

His expression moved, and the light in his eyes regained clarity. 
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Because, a system reminder sounded in his mind. 

"Ding! "Suiyou·Ranyuan" has reached the founding level!" 

at the same time. 

A large number of the profound meanings of the exercises appeared in Su Lang's mind, perfectly 

blending with the soul and the body. 

"Si Kouyun's strongest self-harming secret technique has also been learned." 

"Although this secret method doesn't apply to me, the clone must be easy to use." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, and once again placed an eternal realm forging secret method harvested from Si 

Kouyun. 

"nowadays." 

"I have practiced countless various exercises." 

"But the cohesive methods of the source of all laws are the only "Broken One Sword" and "Universal 

Ruler"." 

"Perhaps, I can condense four more moves, corresponding to defense, recovery, body skills and 

explosive secret skills!" 

"You don't have to worry too much about it, first finish practicing the remaining techniques on your 

body." 

"Also, the newly obtained technique can also be synthesized into a more advanced eternal secret 

technique, as long as the level does not exceed the limit of the synthesis function." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang continued to accumulate cultivation base and practice exercises. 

Time passed slowly. 

quickly. 

Su Lang combined all the techniques that he could synthesize into a wave. 

Then practice exercises one after another! 

Eternal exercises do not require much time, and the training time required for lower-level exercises is 

even lower. 

A lot of practiced exercises are integrated into the "Ten Thousand Fas into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" exercises, making it even more powerful... 

The period of time in the high-level universe, under the huge time velocity difference, changed to the 

middle and low-level universe, and it became very short. 

But the blood-haired man moved quickly. 



It didn't take long. 

From the Suiyou universe into the Doudu universe. 

He searched for information in some remote universes, and found that the creatures in these universes 

were too weak to know anything. 

But he was unwilling to enter the stronger natural universe to inquire, and he was afraid of throwing 

grass and scaring snakes. 

Without any choice. 

The blood-haired man can only temporarily give up searching for intelligence. 

After studying the universe map again, he found a route and went directly to the Yilong universe! 

He was very careful all the way. 

No longer take the initiative to contact any creatures in Doudu universe. 

quickly. 

The blood-haired man passed through the remote place of the Doudu universe and entered the Yilong 

universe! 

To this. 

Su Lang did not know at all. 

Because all the eternal powerhouses in Doudu universe have gathered in Doudu universe. 

No one in the rest of the universe can find traces of blood-haired men. 

at this time. 

On the platform. 

Su Lang has already practiced all the exercises he can practice to the super-easy level! 

There is no more exercise for him to practice. 

Although you can create your own exercises, the profound meanings of the exercises created with your 

own knowledge are likely to overlap with the "Infinite Profound Meaning". 

Unless, under the premise of inspiration, it takes a lot of time to create useful exercises. 

But that would be too much trouble! 

Therefore, Su Lang didn't think about creating his own practice. 

"Now all exercises are finished." 

"It's also time to deduce the secret techniques of the source of'defense','endurance','body skills' 

and'burst'!" 



"At that time, in battle, I won't have to cast too many spells at once, wasting a lot of time." 

"..." 

A light flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he immediately issued instructions to the system, "Activate the 

source of the exercise function, give me a deduction..." 

Accompanied by the order issued. 

The source of exercises function is activated. 

Numerous exercises have formed a torrent of colors and melted into a sphere... 

The entire deduction process is basically the same as the deduction of "Po Yijian" and "Zero Domain 

Lord", with only minor differences. 

 


